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Abstract. Recent work in stability theory for linear ordinary

differential equations has made much use of the inequalities which

can be deduced from the variation-of-parameters formula. In this

article it is shown that similar inequalities hold for nonlinear Stiel-

tjes integral equations and hence, as a special case, for nonlinear

differential equations in which the nonlinearity is of Lipschitz type.

I. Introduction. Recent work in stability theory for linear

ordinary differential equations has made much use of the variation-

of-parameters formula (see, for example, Coppel [l, pp. 64—81] and

Hallam [2], [3]). The applications of the formula are usually by way

of inequalities which can be derived from it. In this article it will be

shown that similar inequalities hold for nonlinear Stieltjes integral

equations and hence, as a special case, for nonlinear differential equa-

tions in which the nonlinearity is of Lipschitz type.

II. Preliminaries. Let X be a Banach space with norm N\. Let c he

a real number, and let 5 = [c, °° ). Let H he the set to which A belongs

only in case A is a function from X to X, A (0) = 0, and there is a num-

ber b so that Ni[A(p) — A(q)]^bNi[p— q] whenever each of p and q

is in X. If A is in H, let A^f^l] be the least number b so

that Ni [A (p) — A (q) ] iï bNi [p—q] whenever each of p and q is in X,

and let NS[A] he the least number b so that Ni [A (p) ] g¡ b Ni [p ]

whenever p is in X. Let B VH (respectively B VX) he the set to which

F belongs only in case P is a function from S to H (respectively X)

which is of bounded ^-variation (respectively bounded Ai-variation)

on each bounded interval of 5. Let OM he the set to which W belongs

only in case W is an H-valued function on that subset of SXS to

which (t, s) belongs only in case t^s, and

(i) W(x, y)W(y, z) = W(x, z) whenever x2jy2tg2ic, where the

multiplication is composition, and

(ii) if a is in S, there is a number b so that whenever a=/02i/i

è  • • • 2î/„2îc, then

¿ 2Ví[íF(<*_i, k) - I]^b,
4=1

where / in H is given by / [p ] = p.
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In [7], Mac Nerney showed that if F is in BVH, there is exactly

one member W of OM so that if (s, p) is in SXX, and A is given by

h(t) = W(t, s)[p] for t^s, A(i)=0 for t<s, then A is in BVX and if

t£s,

h(t) = p+(L)f dF[h],

where the one term approximation for (L)J'sdF[h] is F(t)[h(s)]

— F(s) [h(s) ]. If F and W are related as in the previous sentence, W

will be called the "fundamental solution for F".

Note that since X is a Banach space, the set of real numbers can be

considered as a subset of 77. Let BVR and OMR consist of the real-

valued members of BVH and OM respectively. Martin [9, Lemma

3.3, Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.3] (see also [8, Theorem 1, Theorem

2]) has shown the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let F be in BVH. If (a, b) is in SXS, then

¡¡(Nt [1+dF] -1) exists. If y is given on S by y(t) =f'c (N3 [i+dF] -1),

then y is in B VR. If W and X are fundamental solutions for F and y,

respectively, then Ní[W(s, í)]=X(s, ¿) whenever s^.t. Furthermore, X is

the least member of OMR for which this last inequality holds.

III. The main theorems.

Theorem A. Let F, W, y, and X be as in Theorem 1, and let f be in

B VX. Let A be that member of B VX such that if t is in S, then

h(t) - /(/) + (7) J ldF[h}.

Then, if t is in S,

Ni[h(t)] Z \(t, c)N1[f(c)] + (R) f X(t,   )Ni[df].

Remark. Note that G, given by

G(t) = X(t, c)Ni[f(c)] + (R)j X(t,   )Ni[df],

is that member of B VR such that if t is in S, then

G(<) = Ni[f(c)] + j Ni[df] + (L) J  (dy)G.

(See Mac Nerney [6, Theorem 5.2].)
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Let M be that real-valued function on H given by

M[A] =  lim [(1/Í)(N,[I + tA] - 1)].
Í-.0 +

This is a straightforward generalization of the "measure" used in

studying matrix differential equations (see, for example, Coppel [l,

p. 41]). Now we can get the following application of Theorem A to

differential equations.

Theorem B. Let B be an N^-continuous function from S to H, and

let g be an Ni-continuous function from S to X. Let p be in X, and let Y

and Z be continuously differentiable functions from S to X such that

(i)   Y(c)=Z(c)=p,

(ii)  Y'{t) =B(t)[Y(t)]ift>c, and
(iii) Z'(t)=B(t)[Z(t)}+g(t)ifi>c.

Then, whenever t is in S,

Ni[Z(t)] ̂ Ni[p] expT J* M[B(r)]drl

+ f Ni[g(s)] exp I" j 'M[B(r)]dr~\ ds.

Remark. Note that G, given by

Gif) = Ni[p\ exp^ § *M[B(r)]dr~\

+ j Ni[g(s)} exp [ j  M[B(r)]árl ds,

solves G'(t) =M[B(t)]G(t)+Ni[g(t)], G(c) =Ni\p]. To see how The-
orem B follows from Theorem A, let F and /be given by

Fit) = j  Bir)dr    and   fit) = P + j gir)dr.

Martin [9, Example 3.1] (see also [8]) has shown that in this cir-

cumstance, y will be given by

yit) = J M[Bir)]dr

Before proving Theorem A, we make a definition and cite a lemma.

Definition 1. A member Q of B VX shall be called a step function

only in case there is an unbounded monotone sequence (ifc)t°_0 into 5
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with c=t0, and two sequences (a*)t°«o and (èt)t°-i into X so that if

A^O, then Q{tk) = ö*and Q(t) =bk+i whenever tk<t<tk=i.

Lemma 1. If f is in BVX, there is a BVX-valued sequence (Qn)ñ=i

such that

(i) for each n, Qn is a step function,

(ii) ifd is in S, supniifdc Ni [dQn] á/í Ni [df], and
(iii) lim,,-,» Qn{t) =f(t) for each t in S, the convergence being uniform

on bounded subsets of S.

Remark. Lemma 1 is an easy consequence of known results; see,

for example, [5, Lemma 4.1b] and [4, Theorem l.O].

In light of the lemma, it is clear that we only need prove Theorem

A in the case in which / is a step function.

Proof of Theorem A. Suppose/ is a step function, and let (i*)t°-o,

(tt*)t°-o> and (bt)î-i be the sequences describing/. Let G be given by

G(t) = X(t,c)N1[a0] + (R)j X(t,   )Ni[df].

Now, if / is in S,

G(t) = Ni[a0] + J* Ni[df] + (L) j (dy)G.

Clearly the conclusion holds if l = c. Now

h(c+) = bi + [F(c+) - F(c)][h(c)]

= bi+ [F(c+) -F(c)][a0]

= (bi - a0) + [I + F(c+) - F(c)][a0],
so

Ni[h(c+)] g Niibi - a0] + [1 + y(c+) - y(c)]Ni[a0]

= G(c+).

So, if to<t<h,

h(t) = h(c+) + (L) f dF[h],       h(t) = W(t, c+) [h(c+)\,

and

A7i[A(/)] ̂  \(t, c+)Ni[h(c+)] g X(t, c+)G(c+) = G(t).

Now

h(h) = h(tr) + ai-bi+ [F(h) - F(tr)][h(tr)],

Kh) = ai - h + [I + F(h) - F(tr)][h(tr)],
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SO

Ni[h(ti)] ^ Ni[ai - bi] + [1 + y(ti) - y(tr)]Ni[h(tr)]

á Ni[ai - bi] + [1 + y(h) - y(tr)]G(tr)

= G(h).

By an obvious induction argument, the remainder of the proof is

clear.
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